Put A MONSTER In
Your Institution

To keep your sewage system flowing freely

The Muffin Monster® grinder prevents
clogging, reduces maintenance costs and
protects valuable downstream equipment.
It’s the very best way to solve tough solids
problems and keep your entire system
flowing freely.
Our Monsters have been doing hard time
in correctional facilities for over 20 years.
Every day they prove themselves among
institutional managers, operators and
maintenance personnel.
contact us today for your Monster needs

800.331.2277
www.jwce.com

Vancouver Detox Center: Vancouver, BC, Canada

Rio Cosumnes Correctional Center: Elk Grove, CA

Stop Vandalism and
Prevent Sewage Problems

Grinders – Whatever inmates flush, the
Muffin Monster® will grind into tiny particles
that flow harmlessly through pumps and pipes.
Our super powerful dual-shafted grinders can
shred rags, towels, plastics, trash, even coveralls
and blankets. Reduce and eliminate the cost of
pump repairs, sewage spills and maintenance
problems today.
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Screens – Need to remove solids from your
facility’s sewage flow? You need the Auger
Monster®, the prison industry’s most reliable
wastewater screen. A powerful dual-shafted
Muffin Monster is built into the Auger Monster
so it can grind and screen out tough solids
such as trash, rags, towels, coveralls, and other
unwanted materials. With JWC you can wash and
compact screenings to keep your facility clean.
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